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Why use Planit Bnb

YOUR HOST CODE:

The Planit Bnb team work tirelessly to offer our
guests everything you could need in Queenstown,
minus the hassle - direct to your room.
Our team of travel experts are always on hand for
any questions you may have during your time in
Queenstown. Planit Bnb does it all, plus more!

Get 5% off your final itinerary
with your HOST CODE
www.planitbnb.co.nz

ENQUIRE NOW WITH YOUR HOST CODE
TO RECEIVE 5% OFF YOUR ITINERARY.

How it works

1
THE GUIDE
Browse our extensive Queenstown
Information Guide and take note of the
categories and tours that interest you.

2
WEBSITE
Submit your enquiry along with your Host
Code (shown above) on our website at
www.planitbnb.co.nz. A member of our
team will then design the best itinerary,
specific to you.

Get 50% off your FOOD ON Q
delivery fee with your HOST CODE
www.foodonq.co.nz

3
APP
Customise your itinerary until it is perfect.
We will then send you a payment link to
secure each of your top picks. You then
receive your finalised itinerary via our app.

CONTACT OUR TEAM AT ANY POINT WITH ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE
PAGE 3

Welcome to Queenstown
Queenstown is New Zealand’s most popular visitor
destination and with its picture-perfect scenery and
endless activities, it’s easy to see why.
Here at Planit Bnb, we do the hard work for you by
planning and booking your itinerary, giving you more
time to enjoy our beautiful little adventure town. Our
travel experts live, work and play in Queenstown. We
are at your disposal for any requests, from the moment
you make contact until the time you say goodbye.
By being connected to all things local, we can
recommend and book activities accessing real-time
availability, promotional and special pricing and value
add offers. Planit Bnb does it all plus more.

Price Guide
Each of the activities in our Activity Guide includes
a price guide, based on the average product cost as
outlined below...

$$$$		 $$$$
Less than $150

$150 - $250

Queenstown Top Picks
Queenstown is New Zealand’s most popular visitor destination
and with its picture-perfect scenery and endless activities, it’s
easy to see why.
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Known as the Adventure Capital of the World, there are plenty
of experiences that will get your heart racing – all in some of the
most scenic settings imaginable.
We have hand picked some of the very top activities for you, each
covering the following categories, which you will also find on the
Planit Bnb website:

Milford Sound Tours

Skydive

Jet Boat Tours

Zip-Line

Bungy

LOTR Tours

Doubtful Sound

Indoor / Family

Queenstown Lake Tours

Spa / Relaxation

Extreme Swing

Vehicle Hire

Scenic Flights

Onward Travel

Wine Tours

Water Activities

Outdoor Activities

Off Road

Paraglide / Hang Glide

$$$$		 $$$$
$250 - $400		
PAGE 4

Over $400

DON’T FORGET TO TAKE NOTE OF YOUR TOP PICKS
PAGE 5

JET BOAT TOURS

The spectacular Shotover canyons.
Only we can take you there!
The only way to experience our Canyons, see their beauty
and feel their power, is to come on a journey with us, the
world’s most exciting jet boat ride. A unique combination of
beauty and power, it’s an experience like no other, blending
pristine natural landscape with wall to wall canyon action
from start to finish!

Shotover Jet

A Thrilling Ride

The spectacular Shotover Canyons. Only we can take you there!

From the moment you leave the jetty, your adrenaline

• Onsite photography service and video cameras

hits the roof. You’ll speed over water as shallow as 10cm,

mounted on your jet boat to capture your experience.

experiencing 360-degree spins along the famous Shotover

Photos and video highlights of your trip are available

River and deep into the Spectacular Shotover Canyons.
As the only company permitted to operate within these

for no obligation viewing immediately after your trip.
• Lockers to store your belongings during your ride.

canyons, it’s an irreplaceable white water ride.
We are one of the largest tourism operators in Aotearoa
Our high-performance boats are made for speed, travelling

(New Zealand), hosting more than one million customers

at up to 90 kilometres an hour. As the Canyon walls tower

a year across our 12 iconic businesses. These include

over you, your expert driver puts the state-of-the-art Jet

Shotover Jet, Guided Walks New Zealand, Dart River

Boat through its paces, riding the rapids and performing

Adventures, Franz Josef Glacier Guides, Franz Josef Glacier

thrilling, gravity-defying stunts within a hair’s breadth of

Hot Pools, Hukafalls Jet, Agrodome, Rainbow Springs. We

the awe-inspiring cliff faces. Get ready for wall-to-wall

are also a 50 percent owner in the famous astro-tourism

canyon action from start to finish! There are no lakes here.

experience Dark Sky Project. We are owned by Ngāi Tahu,
the biggest iwi by population in Te Waipounamu (the South

Each jet boat ride is approximately 25 minutes.

Island). Ngāi Tahu has over 60,000 registered members,
making us one of the largest whānau-owned businesses in

We Provide:

$$$$

Aotearoa.

From the moment you leave the jetty, your adrenaline hits the roof. You’ll
speed over water as shallow as 10cm, experiencing 360-degree spins
along the famous Shotover River and deep into the Spectacular Shotover
Canyons. As the only company permitted to operate within these
canyons, it’s an irreplaceable white water ride.
Our high-performance boats are made for speed, travelling at up to 90
kilometres an hour. As the Canyon walls tower over you, your expert
driver puts the state-of-the-art Jet Boat through its paces, riding the
rapids and performing thrilling, gravity-defying stunts within a hair’s
breadth of the awe-inspiring cliff faces.
Get ready for wall-to-wall canyon action from start to finish! There are
no lakes here. Guaranteed to be on a twin engine jetboat. Ngāi Tahu
Jetboating has the only 100% twin engine fleet in Queenstown.
All children must be at least a minimum height of 1m to travel.

• Life jackets (mandatory).

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
PAGE 6

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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Ultimate Off-Roader

$$$$

OFF ROAD

If you’re looking for the best off-road experience in
New Zealand, this is it! The Ultimate Off-Roader is
a one-of-a-kind, custom built all terrain vehicle that
goes everywhere.
It’s one of the most unique Queenstown adventure
experiences, perfect for adrenaline junkies and
thrillseekers.

The thrill seekers’ paradise that is
Oxbow Adventure Co.
wineries and breweries, you will find the Thrill Seekers’
paradise that is Oxbow Adventure Co.

camaraderie, our one-of-a-kind adventures give Adrenaline
Junkies from all walks of life an incredibly unique and
unforgettable experience.
our custom-built racetrack at 100Kph!

banks of the Clutha River, overlooking a particular section
of the Clutha where an ‘Oxbow’ had formed. After a few

Next up is our Ultimate Off-Roader! Designed by New

years of hosting corporate groups, the owners wanted to

Zealand 4x4 Trial champion Dan Cowper, these vehicles

share their epic playground with everyone and bought this

took two years to build and refine. Using the natural

dream to life at a new location in Gibbston Valley. Following

features of the rocky Nevis Bluff to create our all-terrain

18 months of ground works and development, Oxbow

course, you will not believe where these trucks can go. With

Adventure Co. as we know it today was born!

four-wheel drive, four-wheel steer and 14 inches of travel in
the shocks, this really is ULTIMATE Off-Roading.

Located just 15 minutes from Queenstown Airport, the new
site in the Nevis Bluff, Gibbston Valley has a purpose-built

To finish off a perfect trio of adventure experiences, the

Jet Sprint Boat racetrack, an Off-Roader course, and a Clay

Oxbow Gun Club was built for Clay Bird Shooting. Owners

Bird Shooting range.

Darb, Tim and Lloyd were keen to make an inclusive activity
which could cater for beginners through to the experienced.

With our core value ‘one step ahead’ at the forefront of

Set up to run six shooters at a time, you can enjoy some

everything we do, our unique experiences are world firsts.

healthy competition against mates, family members or even

Starting with our Jet Sprint boats, these are the only 4

work colleagues.

seaters across the globe. Based on racing jet sprint boats,
Epic. Every Day.

meaning you can experience the ride of a lifetime around

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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$$$$

JET BOAT

Jet Sprint Boats are next level jet boating. It’s the
perfect activity in Queenstown for the adrenaline
seeker.

Founded on a strong belief of fun, adventure, and

these machines have been adapted to carry 3 passengers,

Jet Sprint Boats

Learn how it feels to fly on water. Literally. These
unique boats are the only custom built 4-seater Jet
Sprint Boats in the world and guarantee to make a
screamer out of everyone they have the pleasure of
meeting.

In the Gibbston Valley, surrounded by mountains, bluffs,

Originating back in 2012, operations first started on the

Rock climbing, cliff dropping and drifting around a
specially designed course of steep gullies, boulders
and some ridiculous angles, is all in a day’s work for
these Ultimate Off-Roaders. Prepare to be totally
unprepared!

Accelerating at an incredible 0-100km in only 2.5
seconds, your expert Jet Sprint Driver will negotiate
you around Oxbow’s very own Race Track before
you’ve had a chance to catch your breathe.

Clay Bird Shooting

$$$$

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

Join us at the Oxbow Gun Club, where you and
your mates can enjoy a spot of healthy competition
shooting clay targets out of the sky against one of
New Zealand’s most magnificent backdrops.
Our custom designed sporting field is equipped with
8 automatic clay bird throwers to suit all abilities.
Enjoy one on one guidance from an experienced
instructor ensuring few clays get away. We’ll provide
the shotguns and protective gear, so all you have to
do is ready, aim, fire!’’
Min age & height restrictions apply. Child Rate is 15
years & under. Combo & Family Rates available.
BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
PAGE 9

SCENIC FLIGHTS

TripAdvisor’s #1 rated outdoor
activity in Queenstown
With Glenorchy Air your window seat awaits, based out
of Queenstown airport, our family-owned and operated
scenic flight company has almost 30 years of experience
with flights to suit your time, budget and level of adventure.
Our modern fixed-wing aircraft have expansive windows
allowing all our passengers unobstructed views of the

Rakiura | Stewart Island &
Aoraki | Mt. Cook - Day Trips

stunning locations we fly over.
Our passion and dedication extend from cheerfully taking
your booking to our pilot’s taking the ‘long way home’ to

Fly | Cruise | Fly

show off their favourite hidden lakes. We aim to provide a

• A 35 - 40 minute scenic flight across the Southern Alps

truly memorable experience from your complimentary pick
up to the time we drop you back. The only thing you need
to do is sit back, relax and take in every moment of our
beautiful country. The door to door service we offer has us
rated as the #1 rated outdoor activity in Queenstown, NZ.

and into Fiordland National Park.
• We fly over snow covered mountains, braided rivers,
glaciers and alpine lakes you didn’t even know existed.
• Extra time on the ground to be able enjoy a short walk if
you wish.
• A 1hr 45 Nature Cruise aboard a spacious, modern
Catamaran with an open-air viewing deck. The perfect

Piopiotahi | Milford Sound

place to see dolphins playing in the wake of the boat,
Situated on the west coast and hours from the nearest
town and cell reception; Milford Sound is a place of beauty
and serenity. It receives 10x the amount of rainfall as

fur lion seals sunbathing or the rare Fiordland Crested
Penguin.
• Our pilots are there to meet you after your cruise for a

Queenstown over the course of the year and is why it’s

different flight path home past Lake Quill, Sutherland

landscape is so unique. Carved out by glaciers; the fiord’s

Falls, and Lake Erskine.

plunging cliffs tower over the water and leave its visitors
feeling overwhelmed by its dramatic landscape.

If the Fly | Cruise | Fly is not for you there are many different
ways to see Milford Sound from scenic flyovers to time on the

The firm favourite for Milford Sound is our Fly | Cruise | Fly

ground, overnight stays at Milford Lodge & Milford oneway

experience.

track flybacks.

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
PAGE 10

$$$$

Our Fly | Explore | Fly packages include Rakiura | Stewart Island and
Aoraki | Mt. Cook. These destinations would ordinarily take a minimum
of 2 days out of your New Zealand itinerary and we can fly you there in
1 hour!
Rakiura | Stewart Island
• A true kiwi day trip
• Departs Queenstown at 9am with up to 6hrs on the ground
• Fly over the Foveaux Strait and the beautiful South Coast
• Experience remote, tropical beaches to yourself
• Customised itineraries and add ons tailored to your interests
Aoraki | Mt. Cook
• Ultimate mountain flying experience
• Depart Queenstown at 9am with up to 4hrs on the ground
• Flyover Fox, Franz Josef & the Tasman glaciers
• Walk the Hooker Valley track or enjoy lunch at the Hermitage
• Lots of experiences to suit your level of adventure including heli hikes
& scenic flights to glacial lake boat trips

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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SPA / RELAXATION

Queenstown: adventure
capital of the world
Queenstown was carved out of the land by glaciers,
rivers, and lakes, but it has been shaped by
innovative adventurers and pioneers from all over the
world who made this place home.
Queenstown is a diverse adventure playground, easily
accessed by visitors from around the globe. But it
wasn’t always so. Before the ease of travel - that we
now take for granted, getting to Queenstown was an
adventure in itself – often an incredibly difficult one.
For centuries, Maori had forged trails through the
region for seasonal hunting prospects and prized
pounamu (greenstone). However, early attempts to
reach Lake Whakatipu by European adventurers failed
miserably until Maori chief Reko guided the first party
to the shores of Lake Whakatipu in 1856.
When gold was discovered in 1862 more adventurous
souls descended on Queenstown. Mining life was not
only brutal, it was also often fatal and when the gold

Onsen Hot Pools Retreat & Day Spa

ran out, many of these intrepid pioneers created other
means of income to ensure they could stay on and
raise families.
The first miners embarked on amazing journeys
over cliffs and mountains to reach quartz reefs. For
farmers, mountain climbing was simply part of living
and working on high country stations. It was only
when the Reverend W.S. Green attempted to ascend
Mt Earnslaw in March 1882 that mountaineering
officially became a sought-after adventure sport
in Queenstown. More than a hundred years later,
thousands of mountaineers, rock climbers, abseilers
and canyoners have since had the chance to explore
and conquer Queenstown’s valleys and peaks.
Queenstown became the Adventure Capital of the
world thanks to many pioneers that came next in a
wave of many key adrenaline activities:

$$$$

Overlooking the Shotover River and amidst a stunning mountain range,
our idyllic cedar-lined hot tubs have long been a highlight for Queenstown
visitors and locals alike. A unique kiwi twist on a Japanese bathing
tradition, Onsen offers 14 stunning Original and Outdoor hot tubs. The
toughest decision you will need to make is which pool to book?
The Original Onsen
Gives you exclusive use of one of our classic cedar tubs for 60 minutes
as you kick back & relax. Panoramic views of the mountains across
the Shotover River. A complimentary drink and snack to enjoy during
your rejuvenating soak These pool rooms have wooden side walls
and a retractable roof so you can switch from an indoor to an outdoor
experience at the push of a button.
The Outdoor Onsen
Gives you exclusive use of one of our newer outdoor cedar tubs for
60 minutes as you soak and relax in nature. Panoramic views of the
mountains across the Shotover River. A complimentary drink and snack
to enjoy during your rejuvenating soak Our outdoor pools are partially
separated by planting and are covered with a shade sail to offer some
protection from the elements.

...Continued on page 8
BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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Queenstown: adventure capital of the world

First commercial ski resort: Coronet Peak 1947
Tourism pioneer and ski enthusiast Sir Henry Wigley
and inventor Sir William (Bill) Hamilton installed
the very first rope ski tow at Coronet Peak, creating
the country’s first commercial ski resort and firmly
establishing Queenstown as a winter destination.
First commercial Jetboat (Kawarau Jet 1960)
Bill Hamilton originally developed jet boating to give
him the ability to travel up the shallow braided rivers
that crossed his farm, his unique water jet propulsion
design allowed his boats to travel at high speeds in
shallow waters that were previously inaccessible
using conventional propeller-driven craft. By 1960,
commercial jet boats were thrilling tourists up and
down the Shotover and Kawarau rivers.
Southern hemisphere’s steepest gondola (1968)
Offering amazing views over Queenstown and a
decent adrenalin rush for most people. But if that isn’t
enough, the luge ride at the top should do the trick.
Commercial Rafting (1974)
The rivers that had once made life hazardous for early
settlers began providing adrenalin-filled adventures for

thousands of visitors. Today, these water adventures
have expanded to include kayaking, white water
rafting, river surfing and sledging.
The birthplace of bungy (1988)
Initially considered to be a passing fad by many locals,
the bungy jump quickly became an international
phenomenon – and an essential Queenstown initiation
rite for thousands of visitors every year. In turn, the
bungy has inspired more world-first, gravity-defying
adventures such as canyon swings and zip rides.
Birthplace of tandem paragliding (1990)
Pioneered by the late Bruce Grant. The sport was
launched commercially in 1990, along with freefall
photography. Some of the finest views of this stunning
area are now enjoyed from the sky.
First Tandem Skydive operations (1990) - NZONE
Skydive
The wave of interest in adventure has created an
environment for other innovators and entrepreneurs to
follow in the wake of early pioneers, further reinforcing
Queenstown’s reputation as “The Adventure Capital of
the World”.

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

Going Blue

$$$$

Queenstown’s most personalised bike experience, Going Blue, is here to
bring biking to your door with everything you need to have a perfect
adventure.
Bike the wineries trail (min 3 hours, grade - easy)
Explore the richness of Historic Arrowtown as you cruise over the 7
bridge trail into the famous Gibbston wine region. We provide support
at all times along with local tips and peace of mind riding. Door-to-door
service as standard.
Bike Queenstown lake trail (min 2 hours, grade - easy)
Set off from your door to ride Lake Wakatipu with the family and enjoy
restaurants, bars and breweries along the lake’s stunning trail. Easy to
navigate and even easier to ride on, this beauty has simplicity at heart
and can be done in half/full day options. Also, perfect for dates anytime
of the year - Ask our expert team how we can help you explore!
Short on time, not ridden in a while or want to go faster for longer?
Ask us about our latest E-bike deals.

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
PAGE 14
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MILFORD SOUND TOURS

Queenstown: a food
lover’s paradise
Queenstown is home to people from around the
globe which makes for a diverse and innovative
food scene.
The dramatic landscape of the Queenstown
Lakes region has shaped its food and beverage
culture. There are some of the world’s southernmost
vineyards here alongside a vast array of restaurants
inspired by cuisines from around the world and
culinary experiences boasting a long list of accolades.

Pure Milford

$$$$

The crew at Pure Milford are proud to invite you to their beautiful
backyard, Milford Sound, where each day they wake up to something
different.
Board Milford’s only glass roof vessel for a two-hour exploration of
the wonderous wildlife and waterfalls, the towering cliffs and hanging
valleys, the ancient glaciers and native flora, and the fascinating history
of this famous fiord.

With over 150 bars, restaurants and cafés serving
award-winning cuisine, there really is something for
everyone. Whether you crave a seasonal paddock
to plate feast, a hearty vegan brunch, or even a
famous burger, you’ll be savouring the flavour of our
delicious local produce, served up by our passionate
and talented chefs.

Relax with a beer from the licensed Café / Bar, join the captivating crew
as they sing and dance beneath waterfalls or simply savour the stunning
silence and spectacular scenery from the sun deck.

With Gibbston’s winemakers only 25 minutes up
the road; Queenstown is in the heart of the Central
Otago wine region, famous for mighty pinot noir and
luscious aromatic whites.

The show is about to start; we’ll save you a seat.

...Continued on page 12
PAGE 16

Choose to navigate the National Park on your time, join an all-inclusive
coach day tour from Queenstown or Te Anau, or treat yourself to a
flightseeing excursion on a fixed wing plane.

Welcome to your wild place

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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Queenstown: a food lover’s paradise

Glacial waters make for great distilling and if you’re
looking for something a little stronger to drink, try
Arrowtown-made Rifters Gin a small-batch boutique
gin made with New Zealand sourced ingredients.
Alternatively, Queenstown has a flourishing craft
beer scene. There are award-winning pilsners and
hard stouts brewed beneath the mountains and
you’ll find tap rooms everywhere from Gorge Road to
Frankton, Gibbston to Arrowtown.
For a local experience; the Queenstown, Frankton
and Arrowtown markets are a must to grab some
local produce, freshly baked goods, art, beauty
products and handmade gifts to take home. On
Saturdays, be sure to visit the Creative Queenstown
Arts & Crafts Market on the lakefront at Earnslaw

INDOOR / FAMILY

SCENIC FLIGHTS

Park, or the seasonal Remarkables Market in
Frankton for produce, food, and gifts straight from
the source.
The Arrowtown Farmers’ Market is a great place
to buy a bunch of fresh flowers and handmade
pastries. Held on the Library Green in Arrowtown,
the Arrowtown Farmer’s Market runs every Sunday
from Labour Weekend to Easter yearly. You may
be surprised at some of the beautiful products
Queenstown’s creative community are producing.
This feast of food, wine, and adventure is set against
the majestic alpine backdrop of The Remarkables.
Spectacular in all seasons, enjoy New Zealand’s
ultimate foodie destination.

Babysitting Queenstown

$$$$

If you are coming to Queenstown, the adventure
capital of the world, we have an expert babysitter to
keep the little ones safe while you’re having fun!
Our agency match each family’s personalities and
preferences with babysitters that will give them the
tailored childcare experience they deserve.
All Sitters are all highly experienced in childcare and
personally reference checked & interviewed PLUS they
are all First Aid certified & carry first aid kits.
Book @ www.babysittingqueenstown.com or contact
info@babysittingqueenstown.com / +64 (0)27 247 2229
PAGE 18

Over The Top

$$$$

Welcome to Queenstown, “where the metal hawks soar.”
Over The Top was founded in 1986 to share with you, the ability to
explore remote areas of New Zealand.
The essence of our company are the friends we drop in on – genuine kiwi
characters, farmers, fishermen, viticulturists or fly with – eco guides, chefs,
artists. All delight in making your stay a once in a life time experience.
Join us for a flight to a mountain top or an extended excursion, our crew
will ensure that your Over The Top experience is safe and memorable.
Safety is paramount and from small beginnings continued investment
has seen our fleet grow. We offer Eurocopters EC130, the world’s most
advanced flight seeing helicopter and the 9 seater BK117, Queenstown’s
largest and only twin engine Cat A helicopter.
Louisa ‘Choppy’ Patterson is extremely proud that our company
continues to receive national and international Safety Awards. Our
Friendly and professional team look forward to welcoming you to our
world and taking you... Over The Top.
BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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50% OFF
our deliver
y
fee!

Queenstown’s
number one food
delivery service
We are Queenstown’s local and original
food delivery service, proudly supporting our
70 local restaurant partners for over 3 years.
As the customer of our valued Planit Bnb
hosts, it is our pleasure to offer you 50% off
our delivery fee.

Enjoy the very best of what
Queenstown has to offer with
our exclusive guide to the top
bars & restaurants.
ORDER AT WWW.FOODONQ.CO.NZ

Simply download our app, enter your address,
choose your restaurant, select your chosen items
and proceed to the checkout. From there, enter
your HOST CODE into the coupon section to
redeem your discount!

Download our app

Use your Host Code and order through
our app within minutes.

PAGE 20
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WATER ACTIVITIES

RealNZ: business for good
RealNZ is a group of tourism and ski businesses
based in the South Island of New Zealand, that
share a common purpose to do ‘business for good’.
Established in 1954, RealNZ continues to honour the
legacy of founders Les and Olive Hutchins through
the belief that tourism and conservation work hand in
hand to sustain each other. Based on the premise that
when people care about something they look after it,
RealNZ invites visitors to fall in love with New Zealand,
and in doing so protect it for generations to come.
The real people, real places and real experiences that,
together, form RealNZ, are helping enable important
conservation programmes such as the Cooper Island
Restoration Project, Walter Peak Land Restoration
Project and Predator Free Rakiura.
Tourism provides a unique opportunity to connect
people with precious and remote places. We need
to get out into nature to appreciate its power
and importance. By creating rich and immersive
experiences our goal is to amplify our guests’ love and
respect for nature, so we can work together to protect
our wilderness for future generations.
From the International Antarctic Centre in Christchurch
right down to Stewart Island, RealNZ has experiences
spanning:

Shotover River Whitewater Rafting
• Remote untouched natural wilderness including
Doubtful Sound, Milford Sound and Stewart Island.
• Unique experiences like the historic TSS Earnslaw
steamship that cruises beautiful Lake Whakatipu
and the mysterious underground world of Te Anau
Glowworm Caves.

Join Queenstown rafting for the ultimate, man-versus-nature battle of
willpower on the infamous Shotover river.
Our White-water rapid adventure begins with an unforgettable drive
down Skippers Canyon, famous for dramatic cliff edges. This drive is
enough to get your adrenaline pumping before we hit the water. Next,
you’ll take on the grade 3-5 rapids, aptly named ‘Toilet’, ‘Rock Garden’,
‘Squeeze’, ‘Jaws’ and ‘Oh Sh*t’, before paddling through the 170m
Oxenbridge tunnel and down cascading falls.

• The thrilling Jet Boats and Rafts that navigate the
famous Kawarau or Shotover Rivers.

Kawarau River Jet to Raft

• The high-altitude exhilaration of Cardrona Alpine
Resort and Treble Cone.

You won’t find a more dynamic duo than our Jet to Raft combo. It’s
double the adventure, double the fun and perfect for first-time rafters
plus those who want the complete Queenstown experience.

RealNZ has curated the most memorable experiences
of New Zealand into a group of businesses with a
common purpose, to create enduring value through
conservation, that is enabled by tourism - to do
business for good.

Enjoy a 30-minute Jet boat ride, speeding further down the Kawarau
River before jumping into your raft and continuing your journey down
the Kawarau Gorge. Float, swim and paddle your way through grade
2-3 rapids, complemented by dramatic scenery, gold mining history and
peeks of wineries atop of the canyons, before taking on New Zealand’s
longest commercially rafted rapid – the 400m Dogleg.

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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$$$$

BOOK NOW AT PLANITBNB.CO.NZ
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INDOOR / FAMILY

Take a journey to the
edge of reality
Thrillzone was born in Queenstown back in 2013 by our
family looking for something new and exciting to do in our
new home. With a cinema in-mind and a big dream we
created Vortex Motion Theatre. Still a fan favourite now in
2021 Vortex throws you full speed into exciting new worlds
from spooky rollercoasters to a land of dinosaurs, fun for

Thrillzone

all of the family. Watch 3D movies with up to 12 special
effects per movie such as wind and snow.
As Thrillzone grew so did our activities - we now offer 11

We are not here for the faint-hearted, battle your

activities both indoor and outdoor. With Queenstown being

opponents in a paintless paintball challenge. Race against

the adventure capital of New Zealand full of thrill seekers,

your friends on our car simulators, play tactical laser tag

we bring an exciting twist, perfect for everyone. Combining

with your personal referee or get your glow on with the

adrenaline with technology downstairs, and an upstairs

indoor mini-golf with a twist. There is so much fun to be

active arena we know how to get the heart racing.

had!

A local favourite has to be our Hologate Virtual reality

Speaking to our store manager Morgan:

system, with groups of all ages immersing themselves into
new worlds such as fighting zombies in an abandoned

What excites you about Thrillzone?

warehouse or cooking up a storm for hungry pirates on a

“I’m surrounded by a team full of like minded people, who

pirate ship.

all love the fun and adrenaline on offer at Thrillzone, seeing
the reaction from our customers while they’re immersed in a

Stepping into Thrillzone allows you to take a journey to the

completely different world is never boring.”

edge of reality all without leaving Queenstown’s main street.
What is your favourite activity to participate in?
Try something new Escape Room Fans, we have an option

“I personally love the Omni VR, being able to physically

for the whole group, with Indoor, Outdoor, and Virtual

walk and run through the Virtual world is a whole new

Reality Escape Rooms available. Adding an exciting take on

level. Thrillzone being the only place in New Zealand you

a classic favourite.

can do this makes it a no brainer!”
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Welcome to Thrillzone, Queenstown’s fun and high-energy activity
destination! Located right in the heart of Queenstown, come and play
with us – indoor and outdoor!
We offer an awesome range of exciting and adrenaline-fuelled
attractions to choose from, perfect for all ages.
Try out our Multi-and Single Player VR, 12D Motion Theatre, Race Car
Simulator, Laser Tag, Bazooka Ball, Paintless Paintball, or indoor minigolf. Compete as a team in our Escape adventure, perfect for team
building or your next corporate event!
Definitely something for everyone!
Find us at 53 Shotover St, Queenstown, open 7 days a week, 10am
till late. Book in store, call us on 034411159, or reserve a slot online at
thrillzone.co.nz
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JET BOAT TOURS

Immerse yourself in an authentic
New Zealand experience
DART RIVER ADVENTURES
Immerse yourself in an authentic New Zealand experience.
Choose between the exploration of rivers and forests with
our half day Wilderness Jet trip or get truly involved with
nature with a Funyak drift trip down the river and into
marvellous side streams.

Dart River Adventures

Queenstown’s Dart River Jet experiences are combinations of:
• Breathtaking ‘World Heritage’ Scenery in the Te Wai

Immerse yourself in an authentic New Zealand experience.
scenery and an exhilarating ride as we follow the braided,
glacier-fed rivers by jet boat with exciting 360 degree

Pounamu World Heritage area
• Exhilarating Wilderness Jet Boating - Guaranteed to be

spins along the way. Your guides give you their authentic

on a twin engine jetboat. Ngāi Tahu Jetboating has the

touch, talking about the area’s rich history, the Greenstone

only 100% twin engine fleet in Queenstown.

trail and countless Maori legends. We’ll also show you

• Captivating Maori history

the ancient beech tree forests – an atmosphere you may

• One of the world’s top ten scenic drives

recognize from The Lord of the Rings films. It’s a complete

• A movie fantasy land

Queenstown to Glenorchy experience in an untouched

• Early pioneering heritage

natural wonderland.

WILDERNESS JET

FUNYAKS (KAYAKS)

Journey deep into the heart of the world-renowned Mt

This unmissable experience combines the exhilaration of

Aspiring National Park, where myth, heritage and fantasy

a wilderness jet boat ride with a leisurely downstream

come to life. As one of Queenstown’s most exhilarating

float on our easy to use Funyaks. With a sumptuous lunch

activities, our Wilderness Jet, half day adventure takes you

included, this trip is ideal for the whole family. If you only do

on a spectacular journey deep into the heart of the world-

one tour in Queenstown, this is it! The diversity and value

renowned Mount Aspiring National Park.

of what’s on offer in this full day of adventure is second to
none.

You’ll experience a unique combination of breath-taking
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Choose between the exploration of rivers and forests with our half day
Wilderness Jet trip or get truly involved with nature with a Funyak drift
trip down the river and into marvellous side streams.
Queenstown’s Dart River Jet experiences are combinations of:
• Breathtaking ‘World Heritage’ Scenery in the Te Wai Pounamu
World Heritage area
• Exhilarating Wilderness Jet Boating - Guaranteed to be on a twin
engine jetboat. Ngāi Tahu Jetboating has the only 100% twin engine
fleet in Queenstown.
• Captivating Maori history
• One of the world’s top ten scenic drives
• A movie fantasy land
• Early pioneering heritage
Wilderness Jet - Half Day, min height 1m
Funyaks - Full Day, min age 5 years.
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ONWARD TRAVEL / OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

Dark Sky Project

ONWARD TRAVEL / OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

$$$$

Nā te pō, ko te ao, ko te ao mārama
From the darkest depths of the night we become enlightened

$$$$

This world-renowned Glacier Heli Hike is not to be missed.

At Dark Sky Project, formerly Earth & Sky, we connect manuhiri (visitors)
to our night skies, igniting a lifelong passion for dark sky preservation
and what lies above.

With the combination of an exhilarating helicopter ride, jaw-dropping
scenery and a two hour hike through the most spectacular glacier
features, it’s no wonder our guests often label their Glacier Heli Hike as
the highlight of their visit to Aotearoa (New Zealand).

Immerse yourself in the stunning surrounds, pristine night skies
and sophisticated viewing technologies as our expert guides and
astrophotographers share the science and stories of our Southern Skies.
Our talented astrophotographers will ensure you have a reminder of
your unforgettable experience with us.

During your hike your guide will share with you the story of Kā Roimata
o Hine Hukatere, their knowledge of the glacier and surrounding area
and insight on why Franz Josef is so unique. You’ll come away from your
trip not only with a sense of awe at this majestic beauty, but a whole
new understanding of why this precious landmark is so special.

Don’t miss New Zealand’s premier stargazing experience. Exclusive to
Dark Sky Project, the Summit Experience at Mt John Observatory is in
partnership with the University of Canterbury.

Tour Duration: Up to 3 hours
Ice Time: Up to 2 hours
Minimum age: 8 years
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Franz Josef Glacier Heli Hike
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WINE TOURS

Useful Contacts

HOST CONTACT DETAILS:

EMERGENCIES
Police, Fire, Ambulance 		 111
Queenstown Police Station		 03 441 1600
DOCTORS / HOSPITAL
Lakes District Hospital 		 03 442 0015
Queenstown Medical Centre		 03 441 0500
Queenstown Medical Centre		 03 442 3550

CHECK IN TIME:

COVID-19 HEALTHLINE
Call free (NZ) 		 0800 358 5453
From international number		 +64 9 358 5453

CHECK OUT TIME:

PHARMACIES
Wilkinson’s Pharmacy 		 03 442 7313
Queenstown Pharmacy 		 03 441 0590

WI-FI CODE:

Remarkables Park Pharmacy		 03 442 2800
AIRLINES
Air New Zealand 		 0800 737 000

NOTES:

Qantas 		 0800 808 767
Jetstar 		 0800 800 995

Queenstown Winery Tours

$$$$

Whether you’re a passionate wine connoisseur, or you simply like to
share a drink with friends, Queenstown Winery Tours delivers fun,
flexible and hassle-free wine touring.
Our difference lies in our passion for quality, personalised and affordable
wine touring. We’ll make sure you have a unique experience and visit the
best in the district without blowing the budget.
In the heart of Gibbston lie the wineries that bear the name of New
Zealand’s finest winemakers. Take a journey into the ‘valley of the vines’
and discover these vineyards nestled amongst the spectacular mountain
ranges and dramatic river gorges. In our small group or private tours,
take the time to taste, learn and soak in all that the Central Otago wine
district has to offer.

Virgin 		 0800 67 0000
SKIFIELDS (SUMMER)
Coronet Peak 		 03 442 4620
Cardrona		 03 443 7341
BUSES
Orbus Queenstown 		 0800 672 8778
TAXIS
Queenstown Taxis 		 03 450 3000
Green Cabs 		 0800 464 7336
FOOD ON Q / BAR HERO 		 022 408 6642

Our goal is to offer you a bespoke experience, that suits your likings and
budget!
Wait no more: we invite you to discover the world-famous wines and
boutique cellar doors of Central Otago!
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HOST COPY

PLEASE KEEP IN ROOM

T: +64 (0)39 744 322
E: info@planitbnb.co.nz
facebook.com/planitbnb
www.planitbnb.co.nz
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